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EDITORIAL
n-l HE NSW Guild Committee as publisher of tuIorocco

I Bound has been pleased with the quality of arti-
I cles which have appeared in thejournal over the

past year and wishes to express its appreciation to the
several contributors for their interest. The standard has
been so high that some overseas organisations have sought
permission to reprint some of these in their own journals.

An index to Marocco BoundVolumes 1l to 15(1990 - 1994)
is now available (S5.00 post-free within Australia). During
the compilation of this index, it brought back to rnind the
changes that had occurred in the production of Morocco
Bound over the years of its publication. The journal
commenced in 1980 as a newsletter for the NSW Guild
sometitnes including techmcal arti cles about bookbinding

and typewritten onto wax stencils for printing by a dupli-
cating machine. From 1994, with the advent of more
sophisticated and powerful PCs together with improved
desktop publishing programs, Morocco Bound is now
produced on a disk, together with text diagrams including
the barurer-head title, for submission to the printer. The
developments since 1980 make an interesting story. The
use ofcoloured photographs and "spot colour" are possible
already and although expensive now. may be economically
viable in the future.

Irrespective of future developments, the production of
Morocco Bound is dependent on the types of articles
submitted for publication. Feedback to the NSW
Cornmittee has indicated that some readers
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prefer lnore of the technical "how-to-do-it" articles; solne
readers desire infonnation about materials used in book-
binding. e.g. paper, leather, adhesives, etc; while others
enjoy reading about the history ofbookbinding, farnous (or
otherwise) bookbinders, early books, book reviews or
other esoteric aspects ofbookbinding. I will endeavour to
present a "balanced" arrangement ofarticles in each issue
of Morocco Bound.

Over the past year, I have reprinted updated articles which
were published in previous issues of Morocco Bound.
These have been well received by readers but one corre-
spondent remarked that this was "flogging a dead horse";
that it had already been published and that future issues
should cornprise new articles entirely of originat hitherto-
never-before-published material. However, as papers on
original work are slow to produce, articles from previous
issues of Morocco Bound will be reprinted from time to
time and provide a service for the newer readers. There-
fore. I prevail upon the patience ofthe older readers to bear
with me.

Morocco Boundwlll continue to be a venue for readers to
publish their work about a bookbinding subject or some
other book-related itern which they wish to share. One
need not be put offbecause he or she does not have the skill
for the written word: just present the facts. A subedited
version will be composed and, in accordance with usual
editorial practice. a copy of the subedited version will
be returned to the contributor for comment. To simplify the
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task for the editor, the contributor is requested to make
arnendments, suggestions, rewording, typos etc ON the
copy itself in either red or blue colour ink and RETIJRN
to the editor.

Illustrations can make an article more interesting. Sketch-
es so submitted can be redrawn so one does not need to be
a polished draftsman. Likewise photographs: these should
be in sharp focus andingood contastforBWprintsorhave
good colour density for colour prints.

Articles published in Morocco Bound remain the copy-
right ofthe author while the copyright ofthejournal resides
with the publishers. As it can often be quite difficult for
another organisation fs 6lrain permission from an author
to republish an article in their own journal, it shall be
understood that for the purposes ofreprinting articles in
otherjournals in accordance with the current practice now
adopted by publishers of technical joumals and maga-
zines, conffibutors of articles for publication in Morocco
Boand aglee that this publisher gives the necessary per-
mission. Attribution of the author's work will still apply to
any republished article. Ifa contributor does not agree to
have his or her work reprinted in otherjournals, then such
should be stated: published afiicles will then bear the
symbol O preceding their name(s).

Please let me hear from you' 
John R Newland.
Editor, Morocco Bound-

CARE AND SHARPENING OF TOOLS
In order to perfonn excellent work, proper care and ctttention us well as careful sharpening must be given to tools to keep
them in good condition. It seerns strange that despite the numbers ofbooks available on bookbinding, there arefew texts
which devote any spoce to the sharpening of tool,s, e.specially knives. The following notes give some useful hints on their
maintenance.

A FORMER BOOKBINDING TEACHER once

A wrote in Morocco Boundmany years ago: u blunt
I Lt ni.f, will cut vourrtrge, morc ieodily tian o sltarp
kni-fe* . Whilst this rnay seem a contradiction oftenns. such
can unfortunately be true. A blunt knife or cutting instnr-
ment will require a greater force to overcome the resist-
ance needed to achieve, or attempt to achieve, a certain
function that, should this resistance suddenly be reduced
for one reason or another, a movernent or slip will occur
which could result in, ifone does not take quick evasive
action, an injury to oneself. Ordamage to the work in hand.
Or bothl

Craftspeople rnostly take great deliberation in their choices
of tools, these being selected for the types of flinctions
likely to be encountered. Binders working with leather
bindings will require a variety of paring knives these being
generally cobbler's or boot knives. English and French
type paring knives. These may be purchased from a variety
of sources (leather workers' or hardware shops) and if
purchased new, will invanably require ftirther sharpening.

The choice(s) of a knife (or knives) depends on how
comfortable it feels to the craftsperson. Knives for paring
should be single bevelled and not double bevelled. Left-
handed or right-handed knives are available.

The type of steel should be a medium carbon type or if you
prefer. stainless steel. Carbon steel is easier (!) to achieve
a fine edge; stainless steel being more difficult due to its
greater hardness. Either type will still require frequent
sharpening or stropping during paring operations. Knives
should be housed in scabbards or sheaths easily made from
scrap cardboard for safe keeping when not in use.

New and well worn knives initially need to be ground on
a grinding wheel (See Figure 1 ). The wheel should be of the
finest gnt size and be dressed; that is, the surface ofthe
grinding wheel is squared-off by means of a diamond
dressing tool.

The knife needs to be well supported on a tool post at the
correct ground angle (See Figure 2).
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Figure 1

If this is not well supported, the knife will bounce around
and considerable damage will ensue. Better control can be
had if the grinrling wheel rotates AWAY from you; most
grinding machines rotate towards you, so a proper tool
support is essential. ALWAYS weer full fece protection
and secure your hair inside a cap. Periodically, immerse
the knife or tool being ground in a container of cold water
- never allow heat to build up as the steel tempenng will be
destroyed. When properly done. the ground tool will have
a slight curvature (being equal to the wheel diameter); this
being known as hollowground. lf you experience problems
with grinding, recourse to akmfe and scissor sharpener to
do the work for you is the most advisable.

The next step is to hone the sharpening edge or bevel whrch
is set at a slightly steeper angle, not exceeding 5o from the
ground angle (See Figure 2). This is done by firm ly rubbing
on anoil stone towhich is added asmall amount ofthin oil.
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Removal of burr by
rubbing on stone in a
circular and backward

motion

Figure 3

Polishthe knife edge ona strop or onapiece of leatherhide
glued onto a piece ofplywood or thick cardboard to which
has been added some abrasive paste (such as engine valve
grinding paste). Ifthe sharpening has been done properly,
you will be pleased with the results. [n tirne, the pores of
the oil stone will become filled with steel filings and oil
which will make sharpening more difficult. The stone may
be restored by boiling in water for about 30 minutes or by
leaving it in the hot sun where the impurities may be wiped
off with an old rag. (Note: dispose of any oil-stained rags
in the garbage; do not leave these around as these do
constitute a fire hazard).

There are some types ofjigs or tools which may be used to
obtain the correct grinding and sharpening angles. These
jigs which preset these angles are intended primarily for
ca.rpentry chisels and plane iron blades: these may be
adaptable for use with paring knives but this would need to
be investigated.* Turnell, Keith: About a Cut Fingen Morocco

Bound, Volume 7 No 4, November 1986. Page 58.
John R Newlsnd.
Birchgrove, NSW.

,,/\ snarp.ning angle
: \ -.30",-\/
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Figure 2

Most oil stones nowadays are generally ofexcellent quality.
manufactured from synthetic carborundum or aluminium
oxide. Select a stone which has a medium sized grit on one
side and very fine sized grit on the other and has perfectly
flat surfaces. If there is some hollowness in the surfaces,
get the stone dressed or purchase a new one.Rub the full
edge of the knife along the fine gnt side of the stone until
a 1 to 2mm bevel is obtained. Inspect the bevel frequently.

For French paring knives, a "rotating" or swinging action
will be necessary to obtain the desired bevel. During the
bevelling process, a small burr will build up on the top side
ofthe knife blade which must be progressively rernoved by
rubbing the flat side of the knife along the stone in a back-
wards and circular motion (See Figure 3).

MICRO\ilAVING OF BOOKS
Tt has been reported that the State Library of Queensland
Ihave discovered that the easiest method of repairing
books which have lost their shape or are falling apart at the
binding is to place them in a microwave oven for 60
seconds onhigh. The preservation staffat the Library were
examining ways of using heat to soften the glue so that
books could be reshaped as well as effecting other repairs.
This process which has been in use by the Library for some
months has shortened such repairs to only a few minutes
and saves many hours of otherwise painstaking work.
However, the Library points out that the microwave proc-
ess is only used on books which have no cultural or
historical significance since microwaving does affect the
life of the paper.

Further information may be obtained ftom
The Conservation Service
State Library of Queensland
Queensland Cultural Centre
Cnr Stanley and Peel Streets
South Brisbane QLD

Telephone: 07 3840 7771

Burr formed
during sharpening
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ABOUT TJNIVERS
Mevis Guinard is ct Swiss-based .fi'eelance writer und has btnnd books by hand for many years. A more comprehensive
article ./irst appeared in the July I 997 edition of Silver Kris (Singapore Airlines). This edited version has been provided
by Mavis for Morocco Bound

T TNIVERS is one of the type faces used by printers

! | andisgenerallysuitablefortillingbybookbinders.
\-/ This face is quite recent - the resr.rlt of a cornmis-

sion by the Debemey and Peignot foundry to Swiss typog-
rapher Adrian Fmtiger in the 19-50's.

For the benefit of readers, these are examples
of Univers typeface or font:-

UNIVERS PLAIN univers plain
UNIVERS BOLD univers bold
UNIVERS ITALIC univers italic

At a time when lead type was still widely used for printing.
Univers was intended for photocornposition, the first
major printing change in centuries. The Deberney and
Peignot fouldry sought adaptation ofengraved letters to a
technology that placed them on film by a flash oflight.

To rnake a "working" type easy to spot on signs, posters or
phone books, Frutiger chose gothic characters free of serifs
- the fine lines at the top and bottom ofletters. Serifs first
helped printers to set straight lines. In books and long
articles. these help the reader to scan text in rapid eye
lnovernents. but for quick infonnation. especially in a
foreign tongue, the eye has to recognise letters one by one.

The designer, then thirty, spent four years making these
changes (based on a Bauhaus font) subtly invisible. Fruti-
ger considers a letter follows the same canons of beauty as
a face - a beautiful letter is perfectly balurced. He says "a
beautiful letter is one you never notice, one that convevs
the rneaning, the rnessage. Uneven proportions - such as

the bar of 't' placed too high or the curve of ar 'a' too low.
are as janing as a long nose or a short chin."

In his book. Des Signes et des Homnrcs. Fnrtiger writes "we
all have a notion of the ideal letter. Whatever we read we
compare to that basic form. If it's not too different. we
accept it. If it's too strange. we resist". Fnrtiger colnpares
changes in typography to clothes. "Underneath. the body
stays the sane. What's draped arourd it follows current
fashion."

For Univers, Frutiger created a complete palette - 2l sets

of characters from straight to italic. narow to extra wide.
fine to bold. Versatile clean-cut Univers was enthusiasti-
cally adopted. In the German typesetters' rnonthly. fM.
specialist Ernil Ruder praised not just its simplicity but the
wide range of possibilities it opened up. In tirne. the
prograrn grew to 35 series, including Greek and Cyrillic
characters.

Reflecting recently on the breakthrough that rnade hirn
known. Frutiger said "l wanted to rnake a rnark on the
world and was lucky. Univers was a product of the fifties.

I was at the right place at the right time, aman ofthat age.
After the war, we rejected the geometric constructivism of
the thirties. Our cars were streamlined We liked plaSic, nylot
and curves. My letters had to be rounde4 mue human."

Where Bauhaus designer Paul Renner hed used a rigid
compass and ruler. Frutiger softened and shaped Univers
with a broad pen, a freehand technique he learned in Zurich's
School of Applied Arts. Professors Alfted Williman and
Walter Kach there instilled a rule Frutiger never forgot -
for a perfect line of print, black and white, the space within
and between letters must be carefully balanced.

For Univers to move smoothly from one language to
another, Frutiger had to solve optical problems. "I try
never to forget that a page of print must look the same in
every language. There is the problem ofrepeat letters. If
the 'y' is too emphatic, a page in English with many 'y's will
look very different from a page in French. An abundance
of gaps creates problems in Gennm Baskerville caps, as hand
sorne as medieval initials, make a Crrman page look qpoty."

What Fmtiger's practised eye rejects is the fad for skinny
print. "For economy, it's crowded. Hard to read. No one
likes being cramped, not on planes, nowhere. Even when
it comes to reading, comfort comes first."

In 1962, Frutiger created 'Frutiger', first used on signs for
Roissy-Charles de Gaulle Airport at Paris. With the help of
Bruno Pflaffli, he later created more alphabets for lino-
type, logos for comparies and institutions, and signs and
pictogTams for public transport systems. In the seventies,
he worked for the European Computer Manufacturers
Association to improve the initial American Optical Char-
acter Recognition font (ODR-A). The resulting OCR-B
was adopted worldwide in 1973. Other commissions have
included one based on ancient Indian calligraphy and a few
with serifs.

Copyright O 1997 Mavis Guinard.

MOR.E E-MAIL ADDRESSES
Following from Adrienne Allen's zrticle of Bookbinding
on the Intenret (Morocco Bound- November 1997/, some
internet addresses of bookbinding organisations are given
hereunder:

Society of Bookbinders (UK)
http: //www. socbkbind. com

ditto e-mail bookbin@,socbkbind.com
do. Matenals and tools http://www.hewit.com
ditto e-mail sales@hewit.com

As further e-rnail and web page addresses become known.
these will be published from time to time.

4
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B.O.O.K.TM . A NEW AID TO RAPID LEARNING
This rather light-hearted article is takznfrom the Spring 1997 issue o/Skin Deep, the biannual newsletterfrom J Hewit
& Sons Ltd, the UKfirmof tanners andleather dressers, who have givenpermissionforitsreproduction. Itwasoiginally
published in Punch Magazine.

A NEW AID TO RAPID - almostmagical - learning
A fr made its appearance.Indicatiois are that if il

I \catches on all the electronic gadgets will be so
much junk. The new device is known as Built-in Orderly
Organised Knowledge. The makersgenerally call it by its
initials, BOOKru. Many advantages are claimed over the
old-style learning and teaching aids on which most people
are brought up nowadays. It has no wires, no electric circuit
to break down. No connection is needed to an electricity
power point. It is made entirely without mechanical parts
to go wrong or need replacement. Anyone can use BOOKru,
even children, and it fits comfortably into the hands. It can
be conveniently used sitting in an annchair by the fire.

How does this revolutionary, unbelievably easy invention
work? Basically BOOKIM consists only of a large number
ofpapersheets. These mayrunto hundredswhere BOOKTM

covers a lengthy programme of information. Each sheet
bears a number in sequence, so that the sheets in the proper
order they are held firmly in place by a special locking
device called a "binding". Each sheet ofpaper presents the
user with an information sequence in the form of symbols,
which he absorbs optically for automatic registration on
the brain. When one sheet has been assimilated a flick of
the finger turns it over and further information is found on
the other side. By using both sides of each sheet in this way
a greater economy is effected, thus reducing both the size
and cost of BOOKIM. No buttons need to be pressed to
move from one sheet to another, to open or close BOOKTM,
or to start it working.

BOOKTV may be taken up at any time and used by merely
opening it. Instantly it is ready for use. Nothing has to be
connected up or switched on. The user may turn at will to
any sheet, going backwards or forwards as they so please.

A sheet is provided near the begirning as a location finder
for aly required information sequence.

A small accessory, available at trifling extra cost, is the
BOOK-MARKru (-Modular Address Retrieval Kom-
ponent). This enables the user to pick up his programme
where he left off on the previous learning session. BOOK-
MARKTM mark is versatile and may be used in any
BOOKIM The initial cost of BOOK] v varies with the size
and subject matter. Already a vast range of BOOK'V is
available, covering every conceivable subject and adjust-
ed to different levels of aptitude. One BOOKfv, small
enough to be held in the hands, may contain an entire
learmng schedule.

Once purchased, BOOKTM requires no further upkeep cost:
no batteries or wires are needed, since the rnotive power,
thanks to an ingenious device patented by the rnakers, is
supplied by the brain of the user. BOOKTM may be stored
on handy shelves and for ease ofreference the programrne
schedule is normally indicated on the back of the binding.
Altogether the Built-in Orderly Organised Knowledge

seems to have great advantages with no drawbacks - we
predict a big future for it.

AN ANONYMOUS RESPONSE:
BOOKTM does not, in spite of the claims, seem "to have
great advantages with no drawbacks". Soon, it probably
won't even be legal. Consider:

"It can be conveniently used sitting in an armchair by
the fire" - Being paper, it might burn in the fire.
Probably fire laws in most locations wouldn't allow its
use there. Worse, such a device, which encourages
close proximity of the user to fue, will be outlawed at
the Health and Safety Executive's request.

"Each sheet bears a number sequence, so ttrat tle sheets
cennot be used in the wrong order" - How quaint; to
think that the programmer (author) would be allowed
to turn over such an important task to the user!
"cannot" is clearly misused; anyuser could inconectly
turn to the wrong page. A proper user interface might
correct that, of course, such as requiring that each
sheet be torn off to expose the next. This is a clear
conflict with - "The user may turn at will to any sheet,
going backwards or forwards as he pleases."

"BOOKTMs may be stored on handy shelves and for ease

of reference" - The user interface obviously needs
more work before such a system can be practical. "the
motive power - is supplied by the brain of the user" -
Clearly, the inventors havenot examinedrecent trends.
No serious person would suggest even expecting a
"user" to have a brain present, much less to use it so

continuously.

I'd suggest the inventors return to their consoles and do a
thorough associative search ofvarious databanks, like the
rest ofus. and forget this nonsense.

THE BINDER'S LAMENT
ot inthat he 6indethbooks - for fairbindings are the
final crown and flower of painful achievement -

but because he bindeth nol; because the weary
weeks lapse by & tum to months, the months to years. &
still the binder bindeth not; The heart grows sickwithhope
deferred, ev'ry morn the maiden binds her locks, ev'ry
spring the honeysuckle binds its cottage porch, ev'ry
autumn the harvester binds his sheaves, ev'ry winter the
iron frost binds lake & stream, and still the bookbinder
bindeth not Hzrk - a secret voice whispereth: Arise. be a
man and slay him! Take him grossly, full ofbread, with all
his crimes broadblown as flush as May: at gaining, swear-
ing, or about some act that hath no relish of salvation in it!
But when the deed is done, & the floor strewn with
fragments of binder - still the books remain unbound ...

Repinted from a broadside printed by the Midwest
Chapter of the Guild of Book llorkers, I2 lune 1993.



KROPPER,JeanG: HandmadeBooksandCards. DavisPublications,Worster,Massachusetts,USA. l48pp,published
1997. ISBN: 0-87192-334-3. Hard cover, section sewn, 285 x 220mm, US retail $24.95 (plus postage). A copy of the
book is available in the NSW Guild's library.
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ffl HIS IS A LATER. enlarged publication of a book
I previously published by Lothian Books in the Aust-
I ralian Craft Series, Melbourne. 199-5 which was

reviewed in Morutcco Bound by Adrienne Allen (May
1996) and June McNicol November 1996).

This presentation is hardback bound, 44 (alrnost) in size
urd has more than doubled in the number of pages frorn the
previous publication. There are many clear line diagrarns
illustrating step-by-step instructions for bindings, cards
and other sffuctures as well as photographs, both in colotr
and black and white. frorn over 90 book and card artists in
l4 countries. Work is included from 12 Australian artists.

This is an introductory book. oriented more towards the
craft/artist person than an aspiring traditional bookbinder.
The redesign is very attractive in its presentation with
diagrams and photographs on virtually every page. Most
examples of work are good quality colour photographs
with all graphics being well sized and showing detail
clearly. Colour has been used to highlight headings and
some instructions, resulting in an overall impression of a

well planned desrgn concept with liberal use of illustra-
tions that elicits an enthusiastic response.

The infonnation provided on bookbinding - history. tools
and techniques - is well written and precise, providing a
sound. simple introduction for the aspiring bookbinder.
Basic tips on paper grain, gluing and pasting are included
and step-by-step diagrammatic instructions are appropri-
ately placed with text making it easy to follow.

MOROCCO BOUND

BOOK REVIEWS

March 1998

The written text of the book has been enlarged and
restructured into ten chapters:
Chapter I - The F{rstory of Books and Cards - is new,

providing a brief but appropriate background in just
a few pages for the contemporary work presented
throughout the book.

Chapter 2 - Techniques, Tools and Materials - is also well
presented (as previously mentioned) and much
improved in this edition.

Chapter 3 - Typography and Printing - complements the
book contents.

Chapters 4 and 5 deal with making patterned papers and
greeting cards.

Chapter 6 - Designing Books: Getting Started.
Chapter 7 - Hardcover Albums.
Chapter 8 - Advanced Bindings. These chapters cover

basic concepts and processes injust 50 pages - only
simple sewing, non-adhesive lsshniques (no sew-
ing frame) are shown and contarn an excellent
section ofsix pages on coptic bindings.

Chapters 9 and l0 deal with contemporary designer/artist
bindings, cards and books as sculpture.

Whilst it may appear simple, this book is full of interesting
ideas. especially for the non-traditional bookbinder and is
agreatly irnprovedpublication. The bookis available from

Davis Publications Inc, 50 Portland St
Worcester MA 01608 USA.

Tel ( 00 I I )- I -05 8-754-7 201: F zx(00 I I )- I -05 8 -7 53-3834.
Paula Bloch.
Bronte, NSW.

TIDCOMBE, Dr Marianne, Edited byz Twenty-Jive Gold Tooled Bindings, An Internationol Tribute to Bernard C
Middleton's RECOLLECTIONS, Published by Oak Knoll Press, 414 Delaware St, New Castle, DE 19'720, U.S.A.
Published 1991.74pp, soft cover, perfect bound. 255 x l90mrn. US retail $45.00 plus tax.

I-N 199-5, Bernard Middleton. the doyen of English

! bookbinding and book restoration issued his Recollec-
I tions, My Lrfe in Bookbinding published by the Bird

and Bull Przss, Newtown, PA. It was a lirnited edition of
200 nurnbered copies, quarter bound in blue lnorocco with
blue, red and gold decorated boards in a red and blue
slipcase. At a pnce of nearly $A500. it Inust be a very
sumptuous production.

As a tnbute to Bernard and his work, twenty-five copies
were reserved for fine binding by international binders
renowned for their gold tooling with a view to exhibiting
them in London and the USA. Dr Marianne Tidcombe.
another leading British bookbinder and book historian.
and Robert Fleck fiom the Oak Knoll Press in Delaware
selected the binders and arranged exhibitions in 1997 tn
The British Library. London, the Wallace Librar-v, Rochester
and the San Francisco Public Library.

The catalogue ofthis exhibition is now generally available
through Oak Knoll Books, the publishers, in sheets, paper-

back or hard cover. It contains an lntroduction by Mari-
anne Tidcombe, her preface to Recolbcrtars and a good
general essay on gold tooling by Bernard Middleton
hirnself. All twenty-five bindings are reproduced in colour
together with the binder's descnptions, a black and white
photograph of each binder and a short biography.

Bookbinding in Australia seems to look back continually
to the British tradition, with occasional glances to France
or Switzerland, so it is very rewarding to leaf through this
catalogue and meet new names and faces from Spain.
Canada. Belgiun and Japan ,Imong others. Examining
their books, one feels that bookbinding is now so interna-
tronal. and binders so individual that there is no national
style. though many binders can be recognised by their own
unique approach.
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There are several familiar names; James Brockman. John
Mitchell and Hugo Pellerhave all made memorable visits
to Australia, and our own John Tonkin from Canberra is
represented by a binding in traditional calf, not kangaroo
as one might have expected!

The bindings are all so different, yet they were designed to
give full rein to the beauties of gold tooling, which is sadly
going out of fashion as the older, carefullytrained finishers
gradually disappear. The complicated built-up patterns of
curyes and leaves which were so popular through the ages
and even up to the time of Cobden Sanderson are no more,
and today finishers look for a bolder, clearer and simpler
statement of their art.

The designs are mostly very abstract patterns of gold lines
and coloured onlays having only a very nebulous, ifany,
connection with the subject. The exceptions are Michael
O'Brien's portrait of Bernard on dark green Oasis using
only a 26pt full stop in the menner of a coarse printing
screen, Geert van Daal's black goatskin with coloured
onlays depicting shelves of books and Michael Wilcox's
maroon goatskin which relies on massive gold line tooling
to present a 'mediaeval' portrait of Bernard, both in his
bindery and library. One can only admire the exquisite
accuracy ofthe tooling on all the books and the precision
ofthe lettering. It all looks so natural and unforced, and is
truly an example of 'the art that conceals art'.

Books are notoriously difficult to photograph to show all
their aspects as well as containers, so from the detailed
descriptions of headbands and end treafinents, chemises
and boxes, one can only imagine the total experience. It is
a real bonus to have a photograph of one of Michael
O'Brien's elaborately onlaid and tooled doublures, but
alas, no boxes.

The exhibition must have been eye-opening to the general
public who usually regardbooks either as lurid paperbacks
or dull hardbacks in hi ghly de corated dustj ackets, and they
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will enjoy this catalogue as evidence of what a book can
be like. However, experienced book people may not be so
happy.

Marianne Tidcombe says "The very words 'gold-tooled
bookbindings' bring to mind beauty, brilliance and luxury".
but unfortunately, little of this is obvious in the photo-
graphs as much of the colour printing is dark, some
inaccurate, and most of the gold is a dull yellow, with only
occasional tiny flashes to show what could have been.
Marianne also says, "The objective of the exhibition and
this catalogue is to rnspire collectors to commission such
bindings, and binders to produce more of them". The
exhibition would surely have done this, but I think the
catalogue goes only half way 16 inspiring either group. I
find the photographs on the small side and dedicated
finishers will find the details tantalisingly difficult to see.
There are a few'typos', but they are of little significance
though one is startled to learn that gold leaf is 'four
millionths of an inch, or l00mm thick'!

Having said this, I think that anyone interested in the finer
points of fi nishing in the 90's will need a copy. Probably the
version in sheets would be the most suitable. The hardback
copy opens beautifi.rlly, but the glued-up paperback is hard
to open because the paper grain goes the wrong way.

I cherish my catalogue because I can imagine what the
books do look like, and even if it does not succeed in in-
spiring collectors, it will surely encourage beginners as
well as the more experienced practitioners in the noble art
of gold tooling' 

June McNicor,
Terregindi, Qld.

N.B. Now that we have seen the beautiful covers of the
books, one can only hope that a cheaper edition of Recol-
lections will be published, so that Bernard Middleton's
many admirersthroughout the world can share his lifetime
experiences.

Returning 0o Nuremberg in 15 16, he commenced business
as a shoemaker becoming a master of his guild the follow-
ing year. Sach's literary career which resulted in the
tremendous output of more than 6300 items, falls into two
periods:
In the fint, he celebrated the Reformationand sang Luther's
praises in the allegorical tale entitled The llittenbergisch
Nachtigall (1523) while his poetical fly sheets, numbering
about 200, furthered in no small measure the Protestant
cause.
In his second period, his poetry deals more with common
Iife and mnnners which is distinguished by his vigorous
language, good sense, homely morality and fresh humour.
His best works ate Schwanke, or Merry Tales; serious
tales; allegorical and spiritual songs and Lenten dramas.
He was the cental character in Wagner's opera The
Mastersingers of Nuremberg ( I 886).

THE BOOKBINDER
Large, or small book, it doesn't matter at all,
Profane, or religious, I can bind them all,
Inwooden boards, or, ifneed be invellum
llith nice decoration, rich ornamentation,
Hammered and worked withfancy design,
They all fall into the ight places.
And while the engraving I work in gold colours,
I also receive gold for my labours.

HANS SACHS
(Translatedfrom the original Austrian by Suzy Braun)

Hans Sechs (1494 - 1576) was a German poet and dram-
atist. Born in Nuremberg, the son of a tailor, he was a
shoemaker but learnt verse-making from a weaver in his
early years, On finishing his apprenticeship in 1511, he
travelled through Germany, practising his craft in vanous
cities frequenting the schools of the Meitstersinger.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

I- I-AVtNG READ RON ABBEY'S reviewof the new
l{ Out Knoll Press edition of Laura Young's Baofr

L LUnAing and Consen'ation hv Hund.l would like
to spring to its defence, but on rnatrre consideration. I can
only manage an energetic crawl.

I have not seen the new edition. but I bought a hard back
copy of the first edition in 1982 and found rnuch uselirl
infonnation in it. though I was stunned at the price - S-58,

when Johnson's Bookhinding was S l -5. The present price of
SUS24.95 for the paperback sounds tnuch rnore reasonable.

Ron says there has been no revision. but I find it incredible
that a reputable publisher can reproduce a book with such
an imtating style of typesetting. It rs hard to read because
there is not enough leading between the lines. Worse.
sorneone has been through the text (a durnb word proces-
sorl) and changed all the uryitten ntunbers into figtues. so

that we get inept expressions such as'Punch 3 holes. I at
the centre and I at each end'and'Start the sewing at I of
the kettle stitches'. When this occurs several tirnes on each
page. I find rnyself looking for the nutnbers. rather than
concentrating on the text.

Ron is criticai ofthe section on case binding, so I careftllly
re-read it and also had a problem. ln rneasuring out the

cloth, she uses a 6mm spacer between the board and spine
for the groove and then presses the cloth into the sroove
with brass-edged grooving boards. Surely if you rvzutt the
groove to end up at 6mtn. you would have to allow rnore
cloth'/ In her Preface, Mrs Young says 'All instntctiorts
have been tested at the bench by at least one persott. ilt
addition to the author. tbr clarity and cornpleteuess'. Have
i rnissed something'?

fuiy book written rn 1982 contalning intbnnation trn
repairs ancl restoration should be edited before reissue ls
this a held that is changing rapidly. Even when I bought rny
copy. I kneu,that lzuninating with silk chiffon and cellu-
lose acetate had been abandoned. though she does add it
rvarning about these procedures. I don't think anyone
would try to rnake their own heat-set tissue for paper
repairs when cotnrnercial products ale so tnnch tnore
convenient. Inclusion of this out-of-date inforrnation and
others is not the author's fault. but the publisher's.

However. after all these negative colnntents. I have to sa-v

this is the only book I have seen which tells vou what to do
when things go wrong. All the other authors asstune that if
you follow their instructions. nothing crul go wrong. I think
we all know better than that! 'Rernedy possible troubles'
when sewing is particularly useful for a beginner. '('oln-
lnon problems' with gluing and casing-in. and during
tooling are all invaluable to people workins on their own.
For this alone. I think the book is worth buving. though
with the recent dive in the dollar. olte lnav hare to think
twice about rt.

)
The rnethod she describes in rneticr.rlous detailare those of
the Gennan svstern and to people raised on the Englishr

French systelns. rnuch of what she says serves to make one
think twice about procedures usually taken for granted.

I\4r's Young was the President of the combined Guild of
Book Workers and the Arnerican Institute of Graphic Arts
for nineteen years, an influential conservator and teacher
and chairperson of the first Standards Committee which
was concemed with setting up guidelines for standards in
bookbinding and possible certification. She was clearly a
very talented and experienced binder and it is a pity that all
the valuable infonnation she wished to impart has come
through in such an uncorrected and muddled way and Oak
Knoll Press has missed a golden opportunity to remedy it.

June McNicol.
Tarragindi, QId.

ANECDOTES
THE IMPORTANCE OF THE PRINTER
f he printer is the friend of intelligence. of thought; he
I is the fiiend of liberty, of freedom, of law; indeed, the

printer is the friend of every man who is the friend oforder-
the friend of every man who can read. Of all the inventions.
ofall the discoveries in science or art, ofall the great results
in the wonderful progress of mechanical energy and skill,
the printer is the only product of civilisation necessary to
the existence of free man.
Charles Dickens (1812 - 1870)

THE FTRST BOOK PRINTED IN
ENGLAND
f he introduction of printing into England is ascribed to
I. Williarn Caxton, a modest, worthy, and industrious

rnan. who went to Gennany entirely to learn the art; and
having practised it himself at Cologne, in 14'71. brought it
to England two years afterwards. He was not only a printer,
but an author: and the book which he translated, Game ond
Plu.t,e o.l'the Clres.se which appeared in l474.is considered
as the first production ofthe English press.

William Keddie, A nec dotes Literary and Scientifi c, I 894.

THE FIRST BOOK PRINTED IN NORTH
AMERICA
fn Carnbridge, Massachusetts. Stephen Daye. a lock-
Isrnith by trade. took over the printing press brought to
the Arnerica's by the Rev Jose Glover, who had died. In
1640. NIr Daye printed 1.700 copies of what is now com-
rnonly knorvrr as the Buy p.to1r, Boot, though its full tille
is The Whole Booke of Psalms Faitffillv Tran,slated Into
Lnglish Metre. This book rnay be the most valuable in the
English la.nguage, only eleven copies are known to exlst,
nine of thern being defective. The small 147-page roughly
printed book was purchased for $ 151,000 by Yale Univer-
sity Library in 1947. Today's prices could realise well over
the rnillion.


